
JASPER YELLOW

Hardness : 7.0
A silicate (Tectosilicates). A variety of Chalcedony. Massive grained Quartz with 
admixed minerals, especially iron oxides. Variable colors. Picture Jasper: An 
opaque tan colored variety of jasper with medium and dark brown patches that 
make the "pictures."

Metaphysical Properties: I call it the Wonderstone its color is soft yellow with 
waves of light violet/pink, usually flowing through it. It is used to facilitate and 
reinforce the state of tranquility. It is helpful in eliminating worries, telling you 
that worries do not change a situation and that the appropriate action can 
modify the results; it also assists in one gaining insight to a beneficial action. It 
helps in eliminating distress and depression. It helps increases one's felling of 
well-being. It is an excellent stone for bring mental clarity to any predicament.

Corresponding astrological sign : VIRGO
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